Ford f150 manual transmission problems

Ford F owners have reported 16 problems related to manual transmission under the power train
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Ford F based on all problems reported for the F I have a 05
Ford f and my diferential has gone out and needs to be rebuilt I had this issue while under
warranty but Ford always found excuses and now that its out of warranty I started to research
and I have found alot of complaints where people complain of loud noise and vibrations at the
above speeds of 45mph. See all problems of the Ford F The contact owns a Ford F heritage. The
contact stated that there was a hole found in the muffler on the bottom which he noticed after
seeing a puddle under the vehicle. Furthermore, the clutch on the manual transmission would
not shift correctly. The vehicle was inoperable. The vehicle had not been inspected or repaired
at the time of the complaint. The manufacturer had not been notified. The current mileage was ,
The failure mileage was 83, While driving on highway 60mph, my 4 wheel drive activated without
my touching the dash control. The front axle made terrible grinding noises and the vehicle
slowed dramatically. Dealer told me it was a vacuum line and Ford replaced under warranty.
Upon taking in to dealer problem was due to clutch slave cylinder failure. This rendered the
vehicle non-operable. Dealer replaced clutch slave cylinder and was authorized to replace
clutch due to wear and labor involved should it fail in the near future. I am being ignored by
Ford. This is getting out of hand. What happened to making a quality vehicle? I have had
problems with the absbrakes on this vehicle 5 times the dealership told that there is nothing
wrong but the front brake do not work still this truck is not safe to drive. The tranmission
sounds like it if about bust in half every time you shift it from first. They said it shifts fine. Iam a
certified drive train mechanic it dont shift fine. I will be consulting an attorney about persueing a
lemon law claim. Transmission won't go in 1st gear for take off. Once in reverse to neutral, it
won't go in 1st gear. Dealer has looked at transmission twice, but said that there was no
problem. They have offered to give a loaner vehicle to check the vehicle again. Transmission
does not shift smoothly from 1st to second gear. Gear grinding is occurs. Ninety percent of the
time I have to force gearshift into 2nd gear. Now, after 11 months going into third gear
occasionally grinds. This is not only very aggravating, but dangerous as well. Cars with
automatics have to slow down suddenly because I'm trying to get into second gear without
clashing the gears anymore than necessary. I took it to the dealer and of course they said all
was well. I even went through the hassle of going to another dealer, driving 2 more identical
trucks, and they did the exact same thing except for the 3rd gear problem. The clutch seems to
be ok, so really the only thing left are the synchronizers. Problem doesn't seem to be changed
by temperature or any other outside influences. Difficult to shift into 2nd gear when cold in the
morning. Ford is aware of problem and is doing nothing to fix vehicle. Vehicle experiences
trouble with the transmission, sometimes it won't go into reverse. When putting vehicle in
reverse on slight incline will roll forward, also when putting in drive on slight incline vehile rolls
backward. Took to dealer and dealer indicated normal characteristics for vehicle. Car Problems.
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Power Train problems. Automatic Transmission problems. Driveshaft problems. Differential Unit
problems. Noises During Shifting problems. Transmission Gear Slipping problems.
Transmission Slip Out Of Gear problems. Transmission Failure problems. Axle Assembly
problems. Transmission Stuck In Gear problems. Today, Ford issued a safety recall on select
vehicles. According to Ford, this recall includes Ford Ranger and F vehicles with speed
automatic transmission and Expedition vehicles with the police package and speed automatic
transmission. Units equipped with a rotary gearshift dial are not affected. In affected vehicles, a
clip that locks the gearshift cable to the transmission may not be fully seated. Over time, a
partially seated clip may allow the transmission to be in a gear state different from the gearshift
position selected by the driver. This could allow the driver to move the shifter to Park and
remove the ignition key, without the transmission gear actually being in Park. If the parking
brake is not applied in those cases, the vehicle could move unintentionally, increasing the risk
of injury or crash. This action affects 55, vehicles in the United States and federal territories, 12,
in Canada and in Mexico. Dealers will inspect the shift cable locking clip and properly seat it as
needed. The Ford reference number for this recall is 20S This is all part of many complaints on
forums amongst F owners regarding the 10R80 speed automatic transmission found in many
13th Generation F vehicles that result in hard shifting and inconsistent performance from this
transmission. The latest recall is just more evidence involving the ongoing issue over these
transmissions. Other issues have involved the pin that attaches the transmission shift linkage

to the transmission may come out, preventing the transmission from responding to movement
of the shift lever. Other Ford F Recalls I wrote a lot earlier this year about the other class-action
lawsuit against Ford, regarding the frozen door lock issue going on with the current generation
F I wrote last month how some F owners had mounting frustrations over what seemed like a
string of recalls and TSBs issued. Plus there was a minor issue with a battery cable as well as
an issue with a spare tire. However, between the frozen door lock which can cause the door to
swing open while the truck is moving and this harsh-shifting transmission, these are more than
nuisances. Consumer confidence is vital for any brand. And as the best-selling vehicle in the
country, Ford needs to stay on top of all these issues and work to resolve them. In their
defense, they have been transparent and aggressive in issuing recalls and TSBs. And hopefully,
as the next-generation F comes in for , the transmission issues will be resolved. Be sure to
check out the latest story on the surprising uptick in sales for the Ranger thus far in Jimmy
Dinsmore has been an automotive journalist for more than a decade and been a writer since the
high school. Also, Jimmy works in the social media marketing world for a Canadian automotive
training aid manufacturing company. You can read the most of Jimmy's stories by searching
Torque News Ford for daily Ford vehicle report. Skip to main content. By Jimmy Dinsmore Apr 7
- am. Ford issues a safety recall on select models of F, Ranger and Expedition regarding speed
automatic transmission. Many issues over the years have surrounded this transmission
including numerous recalls and class action lawsuits. Ford is not aware of any reports of
accident or injury related to this condition. Visit Torque News homepage for more stories.
Latest Automotive News. Ford News and Reviews. Ford F Ford Ranger News. Subscribe to
Torque News on YouTube. Comments Mike wrote on May 9, - am Permalink. There are major
problems with the 10 speed transmission. Major problems and its basically why I won't buy an f
I simply won't throw my money away on garbage. Jimmy Dinsmore wrote on May 11, - am
Permalink. I have heard of some issues, but then I've heard from others that all the issues have
been resolved in regards to the speed. Larry Anderson wrote on January 15, - pm Permalink. My
f left me in between gears crossing highway in front of a semi, plenty of room initially but came
down to him laying on horn and brakes. My gassing it trying to get out of traffic did bark tires.
Trans still hunts for a gear when cold, I hope I can afford to trade when a better trans comes
out! Mike wrote on June 22, - pm Permalink. I have been experiencing similar issues on my
Mustang. Very tough downshifting on the automatic. JohnIL wrote on July 26, - am Permalink. I
have had issues with my F with the 10 speed trans. I just believe it simply has too many gears
and logic control system that cannot deal properly with driving patterns. I've had Ford update
the firmware with little improvement. What I don't understand is the Ecoboost engines should
provide plenty of power in a wide power band to not require so many gear ratios? In most case
the 10 speed trans skips gears a lot anyway in up-shifts. Not a good pairing if you ask me, and I
don't see how this would improve performance or MPG's. Overly complex trans for what little
benefit you get. I would hate to experience the problems with the trans as it reaches its senior
life. I will be glad to return it when lease is up. Eugene Bybee wrote on September 9, - pm
Permalink. I have a Ford Lariet pickup that a shifts really bad. Not true. My was good for miles
and then started throwing us around like a marble in a 5 gallon bucket. They will not even look
at it. Here is what I have learned about Ford. Jim Weaver wrote on October 30, - pm Permalink.
Can you tell me if the 10 speed transmission I now have in my Ford F is still the identical
transmission that was used in , and ? John wrote on February 17, - pm Permalink. Bought my
Ford F one month ago first problem with miles identical to what everybody has been describing
bad shifting down shifting when it shouldn't downshift thunk in the rear transaxle I read these
comments from other owners and it's like I'm writing them myself when I ditched my Ford F
because of head gasket problems I swore I would never buy another Ford bought a tundra
drove it for , miles and got sucked back into another Ford people in service department tell me
oh we don't know of any problems with the transmissions you know I'm tired of being lied to
this really sucks!!!! George A Colbow wrote on December 30, - pm Permalink. It has always had
the clanging, banging, harsh up shift and down shift, and sudden drivetrain lockup since new.
The truck has been in the shop multiple times and evert TSB issued by Ford has been
preformed on the truck to cure the problem. Rene Misas wrote on February 3, - pm Permalink. I
purchased my F FX4 5. Today it has 8, miles. On the way home I kept hearing this clunk in the
rear end when I let my foot off the gas and back on. The second thing is, when I put it in "Park"
the entire weight of the vehicle needs to be on the gear, or else It will make a loud BANG! I've
been to two Ford stores and I get the same crap Its normal.. It's no wonder that Ford stocks are
so low. I'm going to get a tuner and try and see if that helps and who cares if it voids the
warranty! Ford doesn't stand behind their product anyway. Buy Toyota Tundra! Jimmy
Dinsmore wrote on February 4, - am Permalink. Have you thought about mentioning this to Ford
corporate? I bet they wouldn't want to hear this. WD Hays wrote on February 18, - pm Permalink.

If anyone decides that the F with the 10 speed trans. The cell phone junky service guy says he
detected no problem on a ride along and I think these transmissions are just as big of a problem
as the on-going troubles with the others 10r80 have been. They are after all nearly the same. I
seek a new transmission verifiable or a NEW replacement of the whole vehicle. Robert Conway
wrote on February 23, - am Permalink. I have a F XL V6 with less than kilometres on it and it
sometimes downshifts to first gear at speeds of 45kph and once it refused to shift from first
gear even though I had accelerated up to 35 kph. Dealer can find nothing wrong. The Ford
transmission problems have been going on for so long they are a disgrace and their reputation
is deteriorating quickly. It would take an awful lot to convince me to ever buy another Ford.
Notify me when new comments are posted. All comments. Replies to my comment. Automatic
transmission problems on Ford Fs can be caused by any of five main reasons. These reasons
include poor engine performance, hydraulic problems, improper adjustments, mechanical
malfunctions and computer malfunctions. As with any repair, it is best to start with the simplest
resolution first. Check the level of the transmission fluid by using the dipstick. The level should
only be checked when the fluid is warm; the fluid is generally considered warm after the vehicle
has been driven 20 miles. Over-filled and under-filled conditions can cause transmission
problems. Since , Fs have had an electronic engine control EEC system that feeds data to an
on-board computer. The computer instructs the transmission when to shift. If the computer or a
part of its signal network fails, the transmission may shift hard or not shift at the right time.
Check the engine idle speed and general performance. If the engine is not running properly, you
need to resolve any problems before resuming the transmission diagnostics. There are several
sensors attached to the engine that feed data to the on-board computer; misinformation from
these sensors can cause problems that appear to be transmission-related. Externally, the only
adjustments that are possible for the home mechanic are to the shift linkage. Older models pre
have a shift rod that connects to the bellcrank. The rod can be disconnected at the frame and
pried out of the manual control lever for adjustment or replacement. Newer models use a shift
cable; adjusting the tension on this cable is critical and req
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uires two people. If there are no easily spotted problems, then the malfunction is probably due
to a mechanical failure. Mechanical failures can range from a worn gear that causes slipping to
a broken band that prevents the driver from shifting into reverse. Due to their complexity,
mechanical problems should be referred to a trained mechanic to resolve. He has over 25 years
of experience in the information technology field programming and supporting code. His
hobbies include keeping a Ford F up and running and 30 years of Radio Control cars boats and
planes experience. He has been writing how-to articles since F Transmission Problems by
Howard Altman. Engine Performance Check the engine idle speed and general performance.
Adjustments Externally, the only adjustments that are possible for the home mechanic are to
the shift linkage. Mechanical Failure If there are no easily spotted problems, then the
malfunction is probably due to a mechanical failure. Christman, J. Raffa and J. Haynes,

